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ABSTRACT 
 
Innovative technologies in the construction industry today 
have widely taken a confident position in the construction 
industry. The article discusses new technologies used in 
the work to strengthen the foundations of various kinds. A 
study was conducted on the application of the traditional 
way of strengthening foundations and indicators of the use 
of new technologies. Traditional options for strengthening 
the foundations associated with increasing the area of the 
sole are considered from the standpoint of geotechnics and 
manufacturability in relation to weak waters with saturated 
soils. The technological characteristics of the results of 
new technologies during the work on strengthening the 
foundations are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of mechanisms and machines (TMM) is based 
on fundamental knowledge in the study of mathematics, 
physics, theoretical mechanics and is the basis for the 
study of subsequent practical (special) disciplines. The 
main issues that TMM is studying include: 
- study of the structure (structure) of mechanisms; 
- determination of the positions of mechanisms and 
trajectories described by individual points; 
- determination of speeds and accelerations of individual 
points; 
- analysis and design of various mechanisms (gear, cam); 
- determination of different forces (external, reactions, 
friction, inertia) acting on the mechanism; 
- the study of the energy balance of machines (efficiency); 
- the study of the actual law of motion of machines under 
the action of given forces; 
- the study of ways to control the speed of the machine; 
- the study of methods of balancing the forces of inertia in 
machines, etc [2]. 
Thus, we can say that the theory of mechanisms and 
machines is a science that studies the structure, kinematics 
and dynamics of mechanisms and machines. 

The purpose of this study is to conduct a kinematic 
analysis of the planar mechanism and consolidate the 
theoretical knowledge obtained in the study of TMM. 
Getting to the analysis of the existing or the synthesis of a 
new mechanism, it is necessary, first of all, to determine 
its structure, that is, to draw up a kinematic diagram, count 
the number of moving links, determine the nature of their 
connection with each other, understand the method of 
formation of the mechanism and 
clearly imagine the scheme of transmission of motion from 
leading links to followers. 
 
2. RESEARCH 
 
Kinematic study of the mechanism, i.e. the study of the 
movement of the links of the mechanism without taking 
into account the forces that determine this movement 
consists mainly in solving three problems: 
1. The determination of the movements of links and 
trajectories described by points of links. 
2. The determination of the speeds of the individual points 
of the links and the angular velocities of the links. 
H. Determination of accelerations of individual points of 
links and angular accelerations of links [1]. 
The determination of the movements of links and 
trajectories described by the points of the links makes it 
possible to analyze the correct action of the mechanism, 
the correspondence of the trajectories of the working 
bodies of the machine to the technological processes for 
which they are intended, and also to determine the space 
required to accommodate the mechanism. Knowledge of 
the values of the speed of movement of the links and their 
points is necessary to determine the kinetic energy of 
individual links and the mechanism as a whole when 
solving problems of machine dynamics. From the motion 
acceleration vectors, the magnitudes and directions of the 
inertia forces are determined, and therefore, the loads 
applied to the details of the mechanisms. 
To perform a kinematic analysis of the movement of the 
links of the mechanism, the following must be specified: 
the kinematic diagram of the mechanism, the dimensions 
of its links, as well as the functional dependence of the 
movements of the leading links on the time parameter or 
on other parameters of their movement [3]. 
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There are three main methods of kinematic study of 
mechanisms: 
1. The method of graphs (least accurate and least labor-
intensive). 
2. The method of plans (more accurate and more time-
consuming). 
3. The analytical method (the most accurate and the most 
time-consuming). 
4. The graphical method, based on the construction of 
graphs of the laws of motion with the use of graphical 
differentiation, has simplicity and clarity, but has 
insufficient accuracy, therefore, the graphic-analytical 
method is used in engineering calculations. 
It gives satisfactory accuracy, but requires accurate 
execution of graphic work and compliance with scale [8]. 
By scale is meant the ratio of the actual value, expressed in 
appropriate units, to the length of the segment depicting 
this value, expressed in millimeters. When constructing 
kinematic schemes and plans of the positions of 
mechanisms, a length scale is determined that shows the 
number of meters of a natural size corresponding to one 
millimeter of the drawing (m / mm): 

OA
OA

l
l

  ,   (1) 

where OAl – actual crank length (m); 
OA - the length of the segment depicting the crank in the 
drawing (mm). 
When building speed and acceleration plans in the 
drawing, the values of speed and acceleration are 
postponed to a certain scale. 
Point calculated speed vector AV (m / s) on the speed plan 
is depicted as a segment pa arbitrary length (mm). To 
find the scale of the speed plan (m / s-mm-1), a speed value 
is necessary V A divided by the length of this segment: 

pa
vA

v  (2) 

Similarly, the scale of the acceleration plan (m / s - mm-1) 

is found: 
pa
aA

a  (3) 

whereαА – the calculated value of the acceleration of point 
A (m / s2); 
- the scale value of the acceleration of point A (mm). 
The true values of the speed and acceleration of any point 
on the mechanism are obtained from their scale values by 
multiplying the latter by an appropriate scale [5]. 
An important kinematic characteristic in the synthesis of a 
mechanism is the condition for the rotation of its links (the 
presence of one or two cranks in it), which depends on the 
ratio of the lengths of the links [6]. 
This condition means that there must be one or two cranks 
in the linkage, that is, a link capable of making a complete 
revolution around a fixed point. 

 
 

Figure 1: Design scheme of the articulated four link 
 

To derive the condition for the existence of the crank, we 
consider the articulated four-link in its two extreme 
positions (Figure 1). It is known that in the extreme 
positions of the lever mechanism, the axis of the crank and 
connecting rod lie on one straight line. The diagram in 
Fig. 1 shows the four-link ABCD in its extreme positions: 
AB1C1D and AB2C2D. Denote the dimensions of the links, 
including the rack AD, respectively, by a, b, c, d. Then, by 
the property of the triangle, that the sum of its two sides is 
greater than the third, we write the equations: 

ofΔAC1D → d < b + a + c 
ofΔAC2D → d < b – a + c 

These inequalities allow us to obtain the following: 
а + d<с +b (4) 
d – а<с +b (5) 

The fulfillment of inequality (4) ensures the fulfillment of 
inequality (5) regardless of the aspect ratio c and b. And if 
inequality (5) is satisfied at the maximum value of the left 
side, that is, when d is the size of the longest link, and a is 
the size of the shortest, then link a will be a crank and will 
be able to complete a full revolution around the rack. This 
conclusion is the essence of the Grashof rule: the crank 
can be the shortest link of the articulated four link, if the 
sum of the lengths of the shortest and longest links is less 
than the sum of the lengths of the remaining links [4]. 
 
3. RESULTANDDISCUSSION 
 
The task of the kinematic analysis of cam mechanisms is 
to determine the displacements S, velocities ϑ, 
accelerations α of the points of the driven link according to 
a given outline of the cam profile (phase angles), the law 
of cam movement and the kinematic scheme of the 
mechanism (Figure 2). 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Cam mechanism with roller follower. 
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To build a diagram of the displacement of the point S of 
the slider, we postpone along the abscissa the segment ℓ = 
120 mm, depicting the period T of one turn of the crank, 
and divide it into 12 equal parts (Figure. 3). From points 1, 
2 ... ... 11 of the diagram S (t), we put the ordinates 1–1, 2–
2 ..., 11–11, respectively, equal to the distances S0 - S1 S0 
- S2. . . ... S0 - S12 traversed by point S from the origin. 
We calculate the scales of displacement: 

휇 =
푆
퐻

=
70	мм
55	мм

= 1,27 

휇 = =
∗

= 0,0042	(s /mm) 

휇 = = ∗ , = 0,0523(rad /mm) 

 
 

Figure 3: Cam point S movement diagram 
 
The speed diagram is constructed by graphically 
differentiating the movement graph using the chord 
method. 
To construct it, we replace the curved sections of the graph 
S (t) with straight lines 0-1 ’, 1’-2’… 11’-12 ’. Under the 
displacement graph, draw the rectangular axes v and t. On 
the t axis, select the pole distance H = 22 mm. From the 
pole p we draw the inclined straight lines p-1 ’, p-2’… p-
11 ’parallel to the chords 0-1’, 1’-2 ’… 11’-0. From the 
middle of the intervals 0-1, 1-2 ... 11-0 of the diagram v (t) 
we draw perpendiculars to the t axis. From points 1 ’, 2’… 
11 ’, we draw straight lines parallel to the t axis. Connect 
the intersection points with a smooth curve (Figure 4). 

The scale of the speed diagram is calculated by the 

formula: 498,5
550042,0

27,1








Нt

s
v 


 (푠 ) 

 
Figure 4: S point velocity diagram 

 

The construction of the corresponding cam profile element 
for the central mechanism with a roller follower is carried 
out as follows: 
1) From the center O of rotation of the cam, draw a circle 
of radius r0 + ρ.  
For this mechanism: 

r0 = 25 mm 
ρ= 3 mm 

thenr0 + ρ=28 mm 
 
From the radial line OS0 corresponding to the initial 
position of the pusher, we postpone in the opposite 
direction, the angle of rotation of the cam φ = 90 °, which 
is divided into 11 parts [7]. 
Given the scale factor, which is determined by the formula 
tables 1 

휇 = 	
90
11

= 8,18	(푟푎푑/푚푚) 
Weget: 
Tables 1:scale factor 

φ  8,18° 
φ  16,36° 
φ  24,54° 
φ  32,72° 
φ  40,9° 

φ  49,08° 
φ  57,26° 
φ  65,44° 
φ  73,62° 
φ  81,8° 
φ  90° 

1) We determine the scale by the formula:

4,1
50
70

max

max 
y
h

s  

 
2) From the circumference of a radius of 28 mm drawn 
through the initial position of the center of the roller, we 
postpone the values of the displacement of the pusher 
along the radial lines (taking into account the scale) tables 
2. [3]. 
Tables 2: values of the displacement of the pusher along 
radial lines (taking into account the scale): 

퐒ퟏ 1,4mm 
퐒ퟐ 5,6 mm 
퐒ퟑ 13,3 mm 
퐒ퟒ 23,8 mm 
퐒ퟓ 36,4 mm 
퐒ퟔ 49 mm 
퐒ퟕ 58,8 mm 
퐒ퟖ 65,1 mm 
퐒ퟗ 67,9 mm 
퐒ퟏퟎ 69,3 mm 
퐒ퟏퟏ 70mm 

 
3) The resulting points S0, S1, S2, S3, ... S11 are 
connected by a smooth curve (theoretical cam profile) 
(Figure 5). 
4) To build a practical profile from any points located on 
the theoretical profile, draw arcs of circles of radius equal 
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to the radius of the roller r = 3mm. The envelope internal 
to these arcs is the true (practical) cam profile. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Cam Profile 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
Thus, as a study, a kinematic analysis of the flat 
mechanism was carried out, namely: speed and 
acceleration plans were constructed for each of the five 
positions of this mechanism. The trajectories of points for 
eight positions of this mechanism are constructed. An 
analysis of the cam mechanism by the method of 
diagrams, the profile of the cam is built. 
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